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Table S1.  Representative summary of investigations of photocatalytic hydrogen production from seawater

Catalyst Seawater Type Sample Form Light Source Sacrificial Agent Co-Catalyst H2 Production Rate 
by GC (μmol/g/h) Ref.

TiO2 (P25) Simulated seawater Nanopowder UV light -- CuO          3 [1]

TiO2-CdS Simulated seawater Nanocomposite Visible light Na2S + Na2SO3 Pt      457 [2]

La2Ti2O7 Natural seawater Nanopowder UV light -- NiO, Ni      696 [3]

CdxZn1-xSe Simulated seawater Nanopowder AM 1.5 Na2S + Na2SO3 CoP 36,600 [4]

ZnS1-x-0.5yOx(OH)y-ZnO Simulated seawater Nanocomposite Visible light Na2S + Na2SO3 --      183 [5]

CdS Natural seawater Nanopowder Visible light Lactic acid Carbon dots   4,640 [6]

(Ga1-xZnx)(N1-xOx) Simulated seawater Nanopowder Visible light -- Rh2-yCryO3      333 [7]

p-GaN-InGaN Natural seawater Nanocomposite AM 1.5 -- Rh/Cr2O3 50,960 [8]
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Table S2.  Representative summary of ferroelectrics annealed under reducing atmospheres

Catalysts Processing Applications Ref.
SrBi2Ta2-xNbxO9 H2 annealing Ferroelectric capacitor [9]

SrTiO3 H2/N2 annealing -- [10]
Sr0.5Ba0.5TNb2O6 H2 annealing Piezocatalytic dye degradation [11]

ZnSnO3 H2 annealing Piezocatalytic HER [12]
BaTiO3 H2 annealing Piezocatalytic dye degradation [13]

Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3 Vacuum Annealing Piezocatalytic dye degradation [14]
BiFeO3 Ar annealing Photoocatalytic dye degradation [15]
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Figure S1.  (a) Crystal structures and representative lattice parameter of cubic and tetragonal 
BaTiO3 (visualized with VESTA 4.6.0 based on Crystallography Open Database), (b) XRD 
Rietveld refinement data for cubic and tetragonal BTO-H, (c) particle size distribution for cubic 
and tetragonal BTO-H obtained by laser diffraction (after sonication for 10 min)
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Figure S2.  Correlation between BET surface area and oxygen vacancy concentration
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Table S3.  Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface areas, pore volumes, and average 
pore sizes of defective BTO nanoparticles

Sample BTO-O BTO-N BTO-A BTO-H
BET Specific 

Surface Area (m2/g) 15.665 16.316 16.607 22.872

Pore Volume
(cm3/g) 0.054 0.066 0.057 0.059

Average Pore Size
(nm) 13.787 16.309 20.508 10.383
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Figure S3.  SEM, TEM, and EDS maps images of defective BTO nanoparticles:  (a) BTO-O, 
(b) BTO-N, (c) BTO-A, (d) BTO-H (SEM before sonication; TEM images and EDS mapping 
after sonication)
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Figure S4.  High-temperature (70°C in N2) EPR spectra of defective BTO nanoparticles
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Table S4.  Comparative analysis of XPS O1s peaks and calculated peak ratios for defective 
BTO nanoparticles

XPS O1s peak BTO-O
[at%]

BTO-N
[at%]

BTO-A
[at%]

BTO-H
[at%]

OL 38.32 41.49 42.99 41.35

OV   4.25   4.75   5.33   6.49

OA 10.84   5.22   4.90   4.70

OV/ OL + OV   9.98 10.27 11.03 13.57
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Figure S5.  ARXPS Ti 2p spectra for BTO-H at beam angle relative sample surface:  (a) Fitting 
relative to Ti4+, (b) Defect concentrations (error bars represent spread of reported values)
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Figure S6.  Kubelka-Munk plots from UV-Vis reflectance spectrophotometry data for optical 
indirect band gap, XPS valence band plots (inset) and topography and contact potential 
difference (CPD) obtained by KPFM imaging of defective BTO nanoparticles:  (a) BTO-O, (b) 
BTO-N, (c) BTO-A, (d) freshly cleaved HOPG reference 
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Figure S7.  (a) PFM amplitudes and phase hysteresis loops of BTO-O, (b) PFM amplitudes 
and phase hysteresis loops of BTO-N, (c) PFM amplitudes and phase hysteresis loops of BTO-
A
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Figure S8.  DFT calculated band structure characteristics of defective BTO nanoparticles:  
(a) Band gap change (ordinate scale range = 0.3 eV), (b) Band alignment change (ordinate scale 
range = 4.0 eV); external uniaxial strain range –2% (compressive, delta c < 0) to +2% (tensile, 
delta c > 0); strain level is commensurate with probable maximal lattice distortion imposed by 
ultrasound agitation.
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Figure S9.  (a) Photoelectric current curves and (b) EIS curves of defective BTO nanoparticles
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Figure S10.  Measured O2/N2 ratios in obtained mixed gas by GC under different test 
conditions
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Figure S11.  Recycling stability testing for piezo-photocatalytic HER performance of BTO-H
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Additional experimental analysis 

Defect Equilibria
Only Ti3+ as the reductant is considered for the sake of simplicity.

Ionic Charge Compensation

(S1)2Ba ×
Ba +  2Ti ×

Ti +  6O ×
O

BaTiO3
2Ba ×

Ba +  3V′′′′Ti  +  6V••
O +  3Ti ×

S  +  3O2 (g)

Electronic Charge Compensation

(S2)Ba ×
Ba +  Ti ×

Ti +  3O ×
O

BaTiO3
Ba ×

Ba +  Ti ×
Ti + 3V••

O +  6𝑒′ +  1½O2 (g)

Redox-Ionic Charge Compensation

(S3)2Ba ×
Ba +  2Ti ×

Ti +  6O ×
O

BaTiO3
 2Ba ×

Ba +  2Ti′Ti +  V••
O +  5O ×

O  +  ½O2 (g)

Redox-Electronic Charge Compensation

(S4)Ba ×
Ba +  Ti ×

Ti +  3O ×
O

BaTiO3
 Ba ×

Ba +  Ti′Ti +  ℎ• +  3O ×
O

In terms of the formation of , Equation S4 is anomalous in that reduction to form  is  V••
O  V••

O

absent but its presence would negate the necessity of charge compensation by .  These ℎ• 
potential defect equilibria demonstrate that neither ionic (Equation S1) nor electronic 
(Equation S2) charge compensation are possible because there is no Ti reduction.  In contrast, 
both of the redox mechanisms are feasible because they include Ti reduction.  That is, redox-

ionic (Equation S3) combines ionic ( ) and redox ( ) charge compensation and redox-V••
O Ti′Ti

electronic (Equation S4) combines electronic ( ) and redox ( ) charge compensation.ℎ• Ti′Ti

The formation of oxygen vacancies is unambiguous as this is supported by the XRD, HAADF-
STEM, BET, EPR, XPS, EELS, ARXPS, and PL data.  Since electronic charge compensation 
does not involve oxygen vacancy formation, then the mechanism of charge compensation is 
redox-ionic (Equation S3).  Thus, the representative defect equilibria representing the 
remaining reductions from Ti4+ in BTO to Ti2+ and Ti0 are:

Redox-Ionic Charge Compensation
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Ti2+: (S5)Ba ×
Ba +  Ti ×

Ti + 3O ×
O

BaTiO3
 Ba ×

Ba +  Ti′′Ti +  V••
O +  2O ×

O  +  ½O2 (g)

Ti0: (S6)Ba ×
Ba +  Ti ×

Ti + 3O ×
O

BaTiO3
 Ba ×

Ba +  Ti′′′′Ti  +  2V••
O +  O ×

O  +  O2 (g)

Redox-Electronic Charge Compensation

Ti2+: (S7)Ba ×
Ba +  Ti ×

Ti +  3O ×
O

BaTiO3
Ba ×

Ba +  Ti′′Ti +  2h• +  3O ×
O

Ti0: (S8)Ba ×
Ba +  Ti ×

Ti +  3O ×
O

BaTiO3
Ba ×

Ba +  Ti′′′′Ti  +  4h• +  3O ×
O
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Energy Band Level Calculations
The CPD is defined as:

(S9)CPD =  𝛷tip -  𝛷sample

where:

= Work function of the metallic tip𝛷𝑡𝑖𝑝
= Work function of the sample surface𝛷𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

The work function of Si-coated tips is calibrated using highly ordered pyrolytic graphite 
(HOPG;  = 4.6 ± 0.1 eV) [16] to convert the measured CPD to the absolute work function.  𝜑𝐻𝑂𝑃𝐺
The absolute surface work function of the sample is calculated as follows:

(S10)𝛷𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =  4.6 𝑒𝑉 +  𝐶𝑃𝐷𝐻𝑂𝑃𝐺 ―  𝐶𝑃𝐷𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

where:

= contact potential difference between the AFM tip and the HOPG reference 𝐶𝑃𝐷𝐻𝑂𝑃𝐺
= contact potential difference between the AFM tip and the sample𝐶𝑃𝐷𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

Since the measured  and  were measured by 123 mV (Figure S6) and 107 𝐶𝑃𝐷𝐻𝑂𝑃𝐺 𝐶𝑃𝐷𝐵𝑇𝑂 ― 𝐻
mV (Figure 4(b)), respectively, then the work function for BTO-H is calculated as ~4.62 eV 
[16].  The UV-Vis spectra for the optical indirect band gap calculation of BTO-H are shown in 
Figure 4(d).  The Kubelka-Munk method [17] was used to calculate the optical indirect band 
gap of 2.96 eV:

(S11)(F(R∞)hv) =  A(hv -  Eg)1/2

where:

= Relative diffuse reflectance 𝑅∞
h = Planck’s constant 

= Frequency 𝑣
A = Constant 
Eg = Optical indirect band gap

The XPS plot for the valence band edge (EVB) of BTO-H of 2.00 eV is shown in Figure 4(e).  
On the basis of these data, the full energy band levels were calculated and a schematic of which 
is shown in Figure 4(f).
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The preceding data for the Eg, EVB, and VCPD for BTO-O, BTO-N, and BTO-A are shown in 
Figure S6.

DFT Simulations
First-principles calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) [18,19] were performed 
in order to simulate and analyze the influence of uniaxial strain, η, on the optoelectronic and 
band alignment properties of ferroelectric BaTiO3 (tetragonal phase, space group P4mm [20]).  
The PBEsol functional [21] was used as implemented in the VASP software package [22].  The 
projector augmented wave method was used to represent the ionic cores by considering the 
most relevant electrons of each atomic species as the valence electrons.  Wave functions were 
represented on a plane-wave basis truncated at 800 eV.  For integrations within the Brillouin 
zone (BZ), Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids of spacing 2π × 0.01 Å-1 were used.  Uniaxially 
strained bulk geometry relaxations were performed with a conjugate-gradient algorithm that 
allowed for volume variations while imposing the structural constraints defining uniaxial strain.  
Uniaxial strain was defined as η = (c-c0)/c0, where c0 represents the length of the unstrained 
lattice vector.  Positive η values were considered tensile uniaxial strains and negative η were 
considered compressive.  Periodic boundary conditions were applied along the three orthogonal 
directions defined by the lattice vectors.  Consequently, possible surface effects were neglected 
in the bulk simulations (although not in the slab simulations, as described below).  The 
relaxations were halted when all of the forces acting on the atoms were <0.005 eV·Å-1.  Using 
these technical parameters, zero-temperature energies that were converged to within 0.5 meV 
per formula unit were obtained.  Uniaxial strain conditions were simulated at ∆η = 1% intervals, 
which were used as the basis for linear fitting.  In order to estimate accurate dielectric, 
piezoelectric, and band gap properties, the range-separated hybrid HSE06 exchange-
correlation functional [23] was employed to perform single-point calculations on the 
equilibrium geometries determined at the PBEsol level.

To calculate accurate band alignments, the approach used by Moses et al. [24] for binary 
semiconductors was used.  Briefly, both bulk and slab calculations were performed and these 
were used to determine the alignment of the electrostatic potential within the semiconductor 
material that could be obtained relative to the vacuum level.  From the slab calculations, the 
difference between the average electrostatic potential within the semiconductor material and in 
vacuum was obtained.  From the bulk calculations, the band structure shifts relative to the 
average electrostatic potential were determined.

These calculations were performed at each η point and these involved the estimation of 
macroscopic and planar average potentials.  The planar potential was computed by averaging 
potential values within a well-defined plane (for example, perpendicular to the surface of the 
slab) and the macroscopic potential was obtained by taking the averages of the planar potentials 
over distances of one unit cell along a chosen direction.  The slab systems were sufficiently 
thick to ensure that the electron density in the center of the slab was essentially equal to that of 
the bulk material.  It was found that semiconductor slabs of 2.0-2.2 nm thickness accompanied 
by similarly large portions of vacuum provided sufficiently well converged results for the 
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electrostatic potentials.  Band alignments (Table S5) were estimated systematically at the 
geometrical centers of adequately surface passivated BTO slabs.

Table S5.  Energy band gaps and levels

Values Eg (eV) ECB (eV) EVB (eV)
Experimental 3.12 0.75 2.37

Database 2.99 0.83 2.17

Figure S8(a) shows the calculated η (strain) dependence of Eg.  In the absence of strain, the 
computed value of 2.99 eV is in good agreement with present experimental measurement of 
3.12 eV.  It can be seen that Eg is only slightly increased under tension but it is reduced 
significantly under compression.  This is interpreted in terms of the effect of direction on the 
tetragonality, where tension maintains the structure while compression shifts it toward pseudo-
cubic.  Figure S8(b) shows the CB and VB variations estimated for a point located at the center 
of the simulated BTO slab expressed as a function of uniaxial strain.  Under tensile strain (η > 
0), both the CB and VB levels shift linearly toward lower potentials in a similar manner.  These 
data suggest the presence of an internal electric field, Eint, which increases with η owing to an 
increasing accumulation of charges at the opposite surfaces.  The accumulation of opposite 
charges derives from the piezoelectric effect (i.e., Eint = Q/A𝜀, where Q = polarization and 
piezoelectric surface charge, A = surface area, 𝜀 = dielectric constant) and this produces 
significant band bending.  Under compressive strain (η < 0), the band bending mechanisms are 
same as under tension except that the potential shifts are of opposite direction (i.e., the CB and 
VB levels shift towards higher potentials).  However, the Eg reduction shown in Figure S8(a) 
for η < 0 reveals differential trends in the CB, where the ascending variation is consistent with 
electrostatic effect of the internal electric field and the descending variation is consistent with 
the electronic effect of the Eg.  Thus, under both compression and tension, the CB approaches 
the HER potential.  In contrast, under compression, the VB approaches the OER potential but, 
under tension, it deviates away from the OER.  However, the slope under tension is greater 
than that under compression, which is an important distinction as the sum of the two strain 
conditions during amplitude switching must be considered.  These differential η-induced 
variations in the CB and VB potentials are consistent with overall enhancement of the HER by 
the CB trends, where both strain states cause approaches to the HER potential, and overall 
hindrance of the OER by the VB trends, where the greater slope under tension dominates the 
lower slope under compression.
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